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Spin transference and magnetoresistance amplification in a transistor

H. Dery,* Ł. Cywiński, and L. J. Sham
Department of Physics, University of California San Diego, La Jolla, California 92093-0319, USA

�Received 29 March 2006; published 25 April 2006�

A current problem in semiconductor spin-based electronics is the difficulty of experimentally expressing the
effect of spin-polarized current in electrical circuit measurements. We present a theoretical solution with the
principle of transference of the spin-diffusion effects in the semiconductor channel of a system with three
magnetic terminals. A notable result of technological consequences is the room-temperature amplification of
the magnetoresistive effect, integrable with electronics circuits, demonstrated by computation of current de-
pendence on magnetization configuration in such a system with currently achievable parameters.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.73.161307 PACS number�s�: 85.75.Hh, 72.25.Dc

The giant magnetoresistance effect has been discovered in
heterostructures of ferromagnetic and paramagnetic metal
layers.1,2 A similar effect has been observed in magnetic tun-
nel junctions.3 Applications in the spin valve configuration
have given rise to important products such as hard disk read
heads and magnetic memories.4 Research into spin-polarized
currents in semiconductors leads to the new field of semicon-
ductor spintronics5 with the promise of increased logic func-
tionality of electronic circuits and integration with nonvola-
tile magnetic memory. While room-temperature injection
from a ferromagnet via a tunnel barrier into a semiconductor
has produced reasonable current spin polarization,6–9 the
magnetoresistive effect in a semiconductor spin valve with
ferromagnetic metal contacts is predicted to be small.10,11 In
order to introduce additional control over the spin-polarized
carrier flow, a number of semiconductor-based spin transis-
tors have been proposed,12–16 using ideas such as the Rashba
effect, effective spin reflection, half-metallic ferromagnets,
or minority carrier action in junctions with a magnetic semi-
conductor.

In this Communication we present an electrical means of
expressing the spin effects, rather than optical means.17,18 We
study the diffusive spin currents of a nonmagnetic semicon-
ductor �SC� with three ferromagnetic metal �FM� terminals,
each capable of injecting or extracting spin-polarized cur-
rents. The currents flowing between the contacts depend on
the alignment of their magnetizations. The magnetoresistive
�MR� effect is defined as a relative change of the current
upon flipping of one of the magnetization vectors. In the
diffusive regime considered here, the MR effect comes from
spin accumulation in the semiconductor due to the spin se-
lectivity of the contacts. The profiles of nonequilibrium spin
densities in the semiconductor depend on the magnetic con-
figuration, and the resulting different diffusion currents are
the cause of MR. Using more than two terminals provides
the capability of transference of spin effects from one con-
trolled diffusion region to another. This transference under
voltage and magnetization control will be shown below to
lead to amplification of the MR effect. This control provided
by a third conducting and biased terminal is in contrast to the
“nonlocal” spin valve geometry,19,20 where the additional
contact is a floating voltage probe.

An illustrative application of these ideas is a device we
term magnetic contact transistor �MCT�, shown in Fig. 1.

The principle behind such a system is analogous to the fa-
miliar bipolar transistor. Here the two spin-diffusion chan-
nels whose populations can change by spin flip take the place
of electrons and holes whose populations are changed by
recombination. In the latter case, the transistor action results
from attaching two p-n diodes back to back into a pnp or
npn structure, in which the common base width must be
smaller than the recombination diffusion length. A longer
base would beget two uncoupled diodes devoid of amplifi-
cation effects. The two-terminal device in spintronics is a
spin valve, in which the current depends on the relative mag-
netization directions of two magnetic contacts. By connect-
ing two spin valves with a common source terminal �the
grounded middle contact in Fig. 1�, whose width is smaller
than spin-diffusion length Lsc, we create a system capable of
amplifying the MR effect of each spin valve. In contrast to
the bipolar transistor, the spin current is driven by spin dif-
fusion rather than charge diffusion. In addition to the current
control by applied voltages as in the conventional transistor,
this spin transistor has control of the spin components by the
magnetization configurations of the ferromagnetic elec-
trodes. One strategy in amplifying the MR effect is based on
the ability to use the voltage adjustment to yield a zero or
near zero current in one magnetic configuration of the ferro-
magnetic electrodes, and the ability to produce an easily
measurable current at the same voltage arrangement by
changing the magnetic configuration. The former is simple
circuit theory and requires no spin physics but the latter is a
result of intricate spin transport physics in the transistor con-
figuration. In our scheme, it requires the coupling of three
contacts via spin currents, equivalent to coupling spin trans-
port of two spin valves. The ratio between “on” and “off”

FIG. 1. Schematics of the proposed three-terminal device. The
channel indicates the current flow region of n-doped semiconductor
grown on top of an insulating substrate.
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currents will be shown to be robust against electrical noise
and to decay with increasing width of the middle contact or,
equivalently, the distance between two spin valves beyond
the spin-diffusion length, indicative of the essential role of
spin.

The system shown in Fig. 1 is a planar structure. Low
mesas beneath the FM terminals are heavily doped, making
the Schottky barriers thin ��10 nm�. As an illustration here,
we let the left drain �L� be a “soft” magnetic layer whose
magnetization can be easily flipped. The middle source �S�
and the right drain �R� are magnetized in the same direction.
The P and AP configurations denote, respectively, the L mag-
netization parallel and antiparallel to that of the S and R. The
currents JL�R� are flowing in the L �R� part of the channel,
and are measured in the L �R� contacts, which are kept at
separately controlled voltages VL�R�. The required magnetic
properties of contacts can be achieved either by pinning the
magnetization of middle and right terminals, or by exploiting
the contacts’ magnetic shape anisotropy, in order to manipu-
late their coercivities. The magnetization of the left drain can
be controlled by external magnetic field �then our system
works as a sensor of B field�, or by a field created by a
pickup current in a wire above the contact. Analogously to
complementary metal-oxide semiconductor �CMOS� transis-
tors, the MCT has the capacity for digital operation that can
be used to trigger a pickup current of another MCT, thus
transferring the information from one magnet to another,
leading to a new paradigm of computation.4,21

The thickness of the used channel is 100 nm so that spin-
relaxation mechanisms in the channel are three-dimensional
�3D� in nature.22 As the spin transport is homogeneous in the
z direction �see Fig. 1�, we consider a two-dimensional �2D�
spin-diffusion equation in the semiconductor,

�2�s�x,y� =
�s�x,y� − �−s�x,y�

2Lsc
2 , �1�

where �s is the spin-dependent electrochemical potential
with s=± denoting the spin species, and the spin-diffusion
length Lsc=�D�sp, where D is the diffusion constant and �sp
is the spin-relaxation time. This equation is well known for
paramagnetic metals,23 and holds for nondegenerate semi-
conductors considered here when the electric field is small.24

This condition is fulfilled here because of the presence of
highly resistive barriers at the FM/SC interface. In the fol-
lowing calculations the electric driving force on the current
is shown to have negligible influence on spin diffusion. Due
to vastly different resistances in metals and semiconductors,
we can neglect the spin and spatial dependence of the elec-
trochemical potential in the ferromagnets and replace �s

FM by
a constant given by the bias voltage. Thus, we only need to
solve the diffusion equation inside the semiconductor chan-
nel. We neglect interfacial spin scattering, so that the bound-
ary conditions are

ejs
i =

�sc

2
�n̂ · ��s� = �− Gs

i�eVi + �s� , contacts,

0, otherwise,
� �2�

where js
i denotes the spin s current through the ith barrier

interface, �sc the semiconductor conductivity, n̂ the outward

interface normal, and Gs
i the spin-dependent barrier conduc-

tance. The spin selectivity of the tunneling barrier �G+
�G−� dominates the spin-injection physics.25 This approach
is valid for contacts without depletion beyond the thin doped
tunneling barrier.26 Elsewhere we will derive from the 2D
diffusion an effective one-dimensional �1D� formalism for
the lateral spin transport inside a thin layer, with finite-sized
metal contacts on top of it.27 The calculations presented be-
low were done with both methods giving essentially the
same results. Confining the spatial extent of spin accumula-
tion to the terminals’ footprint is optimal for MR amplifica-
tion. It is achieved by etching away the semiconductor pe-
ripheries in Fig. 1, or by selectively doping the channel �ion
implantation�.

The barrier conductances Gs have been calculated for a
Fe/GaAs system in the simple single-band effective-mass
model.28 We have assumed triangular Schottky barriers of
�7 nm thickness. At low applied voltages we obtain the con-
ductances of the order of 102 �103� �−1 cm−2 for reverse
�forward� bias. The ratio of reverse to forward bias conduc-
tance f is taken to be 0.5. The ratio of spin-up to spin-down
conductance is G+ /G−�2. The corresponding spin-injection
efficiency coefficient �= �G+−G−� / �G++G−� is 30% as seen
in circular polarization degree of spin light-emitting
diodes.6,7 The spin selectivity of the interface is governed by
the ratio of Fermi velocities for up and down spins in Fe.
While this simple model lacks details of the atomic structure
of the interface,29 both the G+ /G− ratio and the orders of
magnitude of Gs are in agreement with the experimental re-
sults.

It is instructive to look at the behavior of one-half of the
semiconductor channel decoupled from the other as a two-
terminal spin valve. We define MR= �JP−JAP� /JP, with
JP �JAP� denoting the total current through the structure for
parallel �antiparallel� alignment of magnetizations of the two
terminals. We consider a GaAs layer at room temperature
with a conservative value of Lsc=1 �m. It corresponds to a
spin-independent mobility of 5000 cm2/ �Vs� and spin-
relaxation time �s=80 ps in the nondegenerate regime at
room temperature.30 The free-carrier concentration is n=4
�1015 cm−3. The lower spin conductance of the forward-
biased barrier Gb=1000 �−1 cm−2. The dimensions are the
following: the contact width w and the separation between
the contacts d are both 200 nm, and the thickness of the
semiconductor channel is 100 nm. For these parameters we
obtain the spin valve MR�3%. Such a small effect is hard
to measure and useless for applications. The weak effect can
be understood from a simplified 1D transport picture where
the analytical solutions are easily available.10,11 Although
such analysis ignores the lateral geometry issues, it gives a
qualitative description within an order of magnitude esti-
mate. Even for Schottky barriers as thin as the ones consid-
ered here, and for nondegenerate semiconductors, the effec-
tive conductance Gsc=�sc /Lsc is much higher than Gb. The
calculation gives, to the lowest order in Gb /Gsc, MR
��2�Gb /Gsc��Lsc /d��f / f +1�. In the two-terminal case the
difference between P and AP configurations is accommo-
dated by different nonequilibrium spin-density profiles, with
a very small change in the total current. Although JP�JAP,
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the electrochemical potential splitting ��= 	�+
SC−�−

SC	 at ei-
ther of the interfaces follows the ratio

��P

��AP 	 
 d

2Lsc
�2


 1, �3�

whereas the mean value of �s does not change visibly be-
tween P and AP. Our three-terminal scheme makes effective
use of Eq. �3�.

For a certain ratio VR /VL, the right contact current in the P
configuration can be quenched �JR

P=0�, while the AP current
remains finite. Thus, the readout of the magnetic configura-
tion is digitized. From simple circuit theory, when the barrier
resistances dominate, the voltage ratio VR /VL that quenches
JR

P is estimated to be 1/ �rf +1�, where r is the ratio of source
to drain widths. We examine the tolerance to error or noise
by varying this ratio by ±0.2%, consistent with the Johnson
noise for the barrier resistance with a contact area of 1 �m2

at sub-GHz frequencies. Figure 2 shows the noise margins
for the right terminal current as a function of the width of the
source contact ws. For a large source width, equivalent to
uncoupled spin valves, the MR amplification effect is lost.
For ultranarrow contacts the effect is also small due to the
increased resistance of the contact.10 In between there is an
optimal value of ws �Ref. 27� �well below Lsc� where the MR
effect measured in the right contact easily exceeds hundreds
of percent. The resulting current densities calculated at room
temperature are of the order of 1 A/cm2, which could be
directly measured in submicron contacts or further amplified,
leading to a robust readout of the left drain magnetization
direction. During the readout the left contact current density
is about 100 A/cm2 for the voltages used in Fig. 2.

The amplification of the MR effect depends on the robust-
ness of a finite current JR

AP when the magnetic configuration

is changed to AP. An explanation based on our calculation is
as follows. The source of the different currents is the differ-
ence in the spin splitting of the electrochemical potential,
��, at the R contact in the P and AP configurations at the
optimal voltage ratio. In P, ��P is small. In AP, ��AP is
large, for the reason in Eq. �3�, which still qualitatively holds
in the MCT. This disrupts the balance of the spin currents on
two sides of the source, resulting in a sizable current, JR

AP

��G+−G−���AP. In the semiconductor channel, the electro-
chemical potential of one spin population rises a good frac-
tion above −eVR and the other one drops an equal amount
below. Thus, the current is fully spin polarized. Figure 3
shows the two-dimensional spatial distribution of the
x-component current densities in the semiconductor channel
in the 100-nm section left of the right contact. The middle
contact width is at the optimal value shown in Fig. 2. Note
that the difference in total current densities between Figs. 2
and 3 comes from the ratio of channel thickness h and R
contact width w. In Fig. 3, the zero and 4 A/cm2 respective
values in the middle of the color scale for the left and the
right upper panels show the zero current in P and a robust
finite current in AP. The amplification of the spin current
from P to AP is visible in the lower panels. By adding and
subtracting the current densities in the upper and lower pan-
els of each column, one can see that the spin currents in the
P case flow in the opposite directions at the opposite edges of
the channel, resulting in the zero net charge current.

In practical designs, the “soft” L contact might have dif-
ferent properties from the remaining two. The exact left-right
symmetry is not required for the digital effect; any asymme-
try between the terminals can be counteracted either by ad-
justing the voltages or by dynamical operation in which the
right controlling voltage is replaced with a capacitor.31

So far we have used experimentally available properties
of FM/SC structures. The formalism and ideas used here can
be applied as well to an all-metallic system, with a paramag-
netic metal channel. However, vastly different parameters

FIG. 2. Right drain current density vs source width for the left
drain magnetization parallel �P� and antiparallel �AP� to the other
two magnets. VL=0.1 V and VR is adjusted for each ws so that JR

P

=0. The upper and lower curves of each set show the current den-
sities for VR±0.2 mV. The dashed lines are the values for JR

P around
zero current. The solid and dotted lines show the currents for JR

AP

for two different spin-flip times. The drain width, separation be-
tween the contacts, and the channel thickness are w=d=2h
=0.2 �m.

FIG. 3. �Color� Spatially resolved x component of the current
density at the right half of the right channel. Note the different
scales for each figure. The upper panels show the zero and finite net
charge currents for the parallel and antiparallel configurations, re-
spectively �0 vs �3.5 A cm−2�. The lower panels show the ampli-
fication of �J= j+− j− due to the difference in electrochemical po-
tential splitting. The parameters are as in Fig. 2 with optimal source
width and �sp=80 ps.
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make the control of the MR amplification effect more diffi-
cult. The requirements for controlling the voltages with de-
sired accuracy and for keeping the current densities at rea-
sonable levels, are hard to reconcile. Moreover, the evidently
larger spin accumulation levels in planar semiconductor-
based structures render these systems more naturally suited
for logic applications and for demonstration of voltage-
controlled spin transference.

In summary, we have constructed a room-temperature
theory of the transference of the spin polarization in the cur-
rent between a pair of electrodes to another pair provided
they are connected by spin diffusion. The three-terminal
structure effectively exploits the spin accumulation in the

semiconductor channel. One result, the amplification of the
magnetoresistive effect by voltage control, may be of practi-
cal importance as the electrical readout of magnetic memory
integrable to an electronics circuit. By extending the idea of
spin transference we are actively exploring a unique compu-
tation scheme based on a reprogrammable and universal
logic gate made of magnetic contact transistors. Such a syn-
ergy of information processing and nonvolatile storage rep-
resents a possible fulfillment of the promises of spintronics.

This work is supported by the NSF under Grant No.
DMR-0325599.
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